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SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT AND WAR
PROBLEMS

A Planning Council Established
A conference to which were invited representatives of
bodies concerned with housing, social service, health, and
education, organized by the Housing Centre (13, Suffolk
Street, S.W.1), was held recently at the Royal Institute of
British Architects to consider problems of social environ-
ment as affected by the war. The two sessions were pre-
sided over by Lord BALFOUR OF BURLEIGH and Lord
HORDER respectively, and after a series of brief discus-
sions on the various phases of the subject it was resolved
to constitute a representative council of not fewer than
thirty members whose immediate objective should be to
promote, through research groups and by other means,
a national plan for social environment and to make widely
known the need for such planning.

The Family Doctor in the Social Framework
The subject of the family doctor and the part he may be

expected to play in the extended health services which are
coming into view was discussed by Sir WALTER LANGDON-
BROWN, who began by quoting a remark of Dr. G. C.
Anderson, Secretary of the British Medical Association, to the
effect that to reconcile individual freedom with collective
responsibility was the leading problem in the world of to-day.
It certainly lay at the root of the medical services. What
was wanted was a complete sequence of medical supervision
throughout life, from the ante-natal to the old-age pension
period. The organization of such, said Sir Walter Langdon-
Brown, must conme under the State or municipality, but so
far as possible the work should be carried out by part-time
medical officers. Only thus could the patient have a reason-
able freedom of choice of doctor, essential in a personal
relationship, and only thus could the general practitioner be
associated with the scheme if general practice was to continue
to attract the right type of man. It would be a bad thing
if the patient could no longer refer possessively to " my doctor."
Such facilities as x-ray and pathological examinations, which
should be within the reach of all, not merely the very rich
and the very poor, were so impersonal that there was no
objection to this side of medicine being carried out by strangers.
As a constructive proposal he suggested an extension of

health insurance on its present lines to all earning up to £250
a year and their dependants, and above that limit an optional
insurance scheme with premiums on a sliding scale based on
income tax assessments. Those with larger families would
pay less for medical attendance, although the doctor would
be paid on a capitation basis. Every doctor should have the
right under such a scheme to accept private patients who did
not wish to avail themselves of the option of insurance. If
these suggestions could be worked out on a satisfactory
actuarial basis he felt sure that the value of the family doctor
as an adviser both in health and in illness would be enhanced.
He stressed the word "adviser." The position of the doctor
in respect of his patients was like that of a prime minister
to a constitutional sovereign. He satirized the not infrequent
statements about public men " defying'" their doctor's orders.
Such words as " defiance " and " orders " had no place in the
doctor-patient relationship. Sir Walter Langdon-Brown went
on to make some remarks about the ' suburban neurosis,"-
which was partly due to the loneliness that confronted many
people in the dormitory areas.

Maintenance of Social Services

Lord HORDER, in opening the second session, said that the
social services, though seriously affected, were not stagnating
as a result of the war. The war brought a sudden shock to
all routine, but after this was recovered from, life went on
and with it the social services. The fact that many were living
under a " tough " instead of a " tender " regime was not a

bad thing for society. After pointing out the operation of
the various Government controls and the constant review

of all the major and some of the minor needs of life which

was taking place in a cotuntry at war, also the fact that home
nursing was being taught to about one in eight of the popu-
lation, Lord Horder said that in fact war was not a bad time
for social work. War was a barbaric and destructive thing,
and yet it was a great accelerator. Things got done in war
which would never be done in peace. All the applied sciences
were speeded up by emergency, and in peace time it was the
application of science to life which lagged so much behind.
The emergency had done more for the National Fitness Cam-
paign in six months than the campaign had been able to
achieve in three years. But if he were asked whether the
ordinary routine social services could be continued at the
100 per cent. level during the war his reply must be-" Don't
be silly!" The prior claim and policy of winning the war
had to be borne in mind, and God help the social services
if the war were lost! He was prepared to support the pro-
posed new council enthusiastically. It would be a field force
to bring expert criticism to bear upon present emergency social
measures, and should react upon the legislature by exercising
pressure at the right moment for retaining what was useful
or projecting something badly needed.

Health Planning
A number of social subjects were then briefly brought before

the conference. That of health was introduced by Mr. RUSCOE
CLARKE, secretary of the Joint Medical Socialist Committee,
who said that all were aware of the possibilities for health
progress which had resulted from modern science, but they
also knew only too well that owing to lack of organization
many of these advances could not be put into practice. His
committee would not be able altogether to agree with the rosy
picture Lord Horder had painted regarding the health services.
Complaints were continually being received of a considerable
reduction as a result of the war. No real health services
appeared to have accompanied the evacuation of school
children. The hospitals, crippled by the demands of the
Emergency Medical Service, had still to go on looking after
the ordinary sick. One advantage of the present situation
was that the basic anarchy had been exposed-such, for ex-

ample, as the divergence between preventive and curative
medicine and the competition between private and hospital
practice-and an opportunity was thus given to start planning
here and now for better organization within medicine itself
and a better relation of medical and health services to various
social needs. Any planning must include the co-ordination of
all the existing health services and a careful consideration of
the economic factor, without which any scheme would be
utopian.

Other speakers dealt with education, calling for a system
of adult education by which science and art might be applied
to the life of the individual and the community; with industry,
demanding immediate action to give effect to the recommenda-
tions of the recent Royal Commission on the Distribution of
the Industrial Population; and with agriculture, the speaker
expressing the hope that with planning and direction from
the top an increased responsibility would be assumed by the
farming community. In the brief discussion on housing it was
suggested that the garden city idea, now thirty years old,
was out of date, and that it- would be better to make our

great towns into garden cities before starting to build new

ones. That this was possible was shown by the fact that even

in cities supposed to be overcrowded the density of houses
to the acre was surprisingly small-for example, 6.5 in Man-
chester. The need for including recreation in the planning
for the future was stressed by a member of the L.C.C. and
a representative of the Council for the Preservation of Rural
England.
The resolution to form the council was moved by Mr. G.

SALTER DAVIES of the Institute of Sociology, and seconded by
Mr. HARDING THOMPSON of the Town Planning Institute. It
w as spoken to by Mr. G. L. PEPLER, Chief Town Planning
Inspector of the Ministry of Health, and a number of repre-
sentatives of other bodies, and was unanimously carried. Pro-
fessor PATRICK ABERCROMBIE, Chairman of the Council for the
Preservation of Rural England, summed up the various dis-
cussions and closed a highly successful conference.
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